Freddie Hubbard Trumpet Transcribed
a comparative study of the jazz trumpet styles of clifford ... - a comparative study of the jazz trumpet
styles of clifford brown, donald byrd, and freddie hubbard . an examination of improvisational style from
1953-1964 . by . james harrison moore. bachelor of music, west virginia university, 2003 . master of music,
university of the arts, 2006 . submitted to the graduate faculty of red clay - freejazzinstitute - intro freely
freddie hubbard collective improvisation red clay transcribed by ville v. (2009) c©-7 a7 g©7#5 c©-7 med.
funky rock q = 139 bass drums 1. 2. rhodes comp rhy. c©-7(11) b-7(11) d7sus e7sus f©7sus g©7sus f©7sus
g©7sus ten. 8va b. trumpet bass aaaa c©-7(11) b-7(11) d7sus e7sus studio big band program notes redlands - red clay freddie hubbard, arr. mike crotty composed by trumpeter freddie hubbard, this was the
title track for hubbard’s 1970 album. emerging from the hard bop era, this work combines blues influences
with jazz fusion elements, particularly with the use of modalism. while the melody grooves along the top,
freddie hubbard's flugelhorn solo on there will never be ... - trumpet in bb œbœœ. ... freddie hubbard's
flugelhorn solo on "there will never be another you" modern jazz quartet - "celebration" &b 31 œ œ œ œ ...
dolphin dance - jefflewistrumpet - trumpet in bb f^7 c€7/f f% eØ7 a7½ ° ¢ ™™ d€7 b¨13 d€7 5 b€7 e7(b9)
a^7 b¨€7 8 g€11 d€7 c€7 11 b€7 e7(b9) a^7 e€7/a a13(#11) dm7 little sunflower freddie hubbard swiss-jazz - dm7 dm7 1. 2. e maj7 dmaj7 1. 2. dm7 dm7 intro a b c solos em (aa, bb, cc) final fade-out little
sunflower freddie hubbard reprints from the international trumpet guild journal - reprints from the to
promote communications among trumpet players around the world and to improve the artistic level of
performance, teaching, and literature associated with the trumpet international trumpet guild journal tom
erdmann – an interview with freddie hubbard(jan 02/15) the big picture - eric richards - effectively toward a
professional work by carefully thinking through the big picture issues ... comp. freddie hubbard arr. eric
richards ... this up-tempo medium-advanced arrangement of freddie hubbard’s 1970 classic from red clay
features trumpet 2 and the saxophone section. tempo/feel: m.m. q = 240+/straight ahead ... crisis score
freddie hubbard - gneo - 4 4 4 4 44 4 4..... trumpet in b b tenor sax. trombone rhythm Œ ‰ j #œ ‰ œ œj
m Œ ‰ jœ ‰ œ jœ Œ ‰ j œ ‰ œ j #œ œ œ œ œ ‰ œ ii victory and sorrow: the music & life of
booker little ... - proved fruitful for trumpeters as it also saw the birth of lee morgan and freddie hubbard.
little began studying trumpet formally at the age of fourteen, however his music education started much
earlier. memphis has long been known for its preponderance of musical families and little’s situation was no
different. his father freddie hubbard - bigo worldwide - freddie hubbard freddie hubbard quintet freddie
hubbard - trumpet and flugelhorn bob shepherd - reeds billy childs - piano herbie lewis - bass steve houghton drums (formerly with gary burton group) and a few guests in parts benard ighner ray armando - percussion
pictures: anglomuse lecture 21 avant-garde - orange coast college - free jazz • in 1960, coleman
recorded free jazz: a collective improvisation, which featured a double quartet, including cherry and freddie
hubbard on trumpet, eric dolphy on bass clarinet, haden and lafaro on bass, and both higgins and blackwell on
drums freddie hubbard/stanley turrentine – in concert volume one ... - freddie hubbard/stanley
turrentine - in concert volume one & two - cti records/speakers corner - audiophile audition 10.09.18, 0946 ...
hubbard and turrentine doing a trumpet/sax follow. the two play a bop riff briefly then hubbard begins his solo.
with punctuated, crisp basic trumpet playing - iredell-statesville - the u.s. army field band basic trumpet
playing 7–1 basic trumpet playing by master sergeant charles garrett master sergeant scott holbert sergeant
first class michael johnston playing the trumpet is a fantastic thing—the trumpet is one of the most stylistically
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